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CityAds Media
Increase conversion by 30% using CityAds Media technologies
We will identify key characteristics of your best customers
Get started
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Erika PoliakovaAffiliate Marketing Manager


Kiwi.com has been working with CityAds since 2016. The cooperation is very good, the account managers are always ready to help, answering swiftly all the time.
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Alina SukharevaGlobal Affiliate Marketing Development Manager at Shutterstock


It’s a real pleasure to work with CityAds, they were able to start our partnership fast and get things going in no time.
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Three simple steps to increase conversion
Registration
Leave your details and our manager will contact you shortly

Integration
Our experts will help you choose the most efficient strategy to promote your product

Launch
Track your conversion in real time; personal manager will answer all your questions



CityAds Media in numbers
1 100
advertisers

150 000
publishers

13 years
on advertising market
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Up-to-date feeds and millions of offers.
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Widgets




Widgets are a simple tool for conversion increase.
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Coupon upload




Shortest way to favorable discounts for users.
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Firano




Profitable offers without unnecessary settings.
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Real time statistics




Learn about your conversion without delay.
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Recommendation system based on Big Data




Identify key characteristics of your best customers.
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Product upload




Up-to-date feeds and millions of offers.
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Coupon upload




Shortest way to favorable discounts for users.
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Profitable offers without unnecessary settings.
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Real time statistics




Learn about your conversion without delay.
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Recommendation system based on Big Data




Identify key characteristics of your best customers.
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Product upload




Up-to-date feeds and millions of offers.
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Contact us.
Ask your questions, we will be happy to answer them in the shortest possible time.


E-mail


Type of Request


Message Text
0/640

Submit





[image: ]Which CPA network to choose?
CityAds will increase your conversion significantly!


Promoting through CPA networks is an effective solution for any business. CPA model is undoubtedly advantageous for advertisers...



More info






Success Stories of CityAds Media
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